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Journalist To Give Lectures
Gadzooks
Knights
Approacheth

by John York
Chuck
Stone,
a
prominent black journalist
and political scientist, will
speak at Kennesaw Junior
College on Wednesday,
November 15, at 8 p.m. in
the
Student
Services
building. His topic will be
"The Missing Element in
American Education: The
Fourth R."
Currently a columnist
for the Philadelphia Daily
News, Stone also served a s
a television commentator on
the
"Today
Show."
Previously he was editor-inchief of the Chicago Daily
Defender.
Stone's other current
posts include contributing
editor for "The Black
Scholar'
and council
member in the National
Conference
of
Black
Political S cientists.
His most recent book,
published in the spring, is
"The Poetry of the Black
Revolution." Earlier works
include "King Strut" and
"Black Political Power in
America."
Chuck Stone was the
Capital
Press
Club's
Journalist of the Year in
1961.
He received his A.B. in
Political Science
and
Economics at Wesleyan
University in 1948 and his
M.A. in Sociology at the

by Paul Flanagan

Chuck Stone will be on campus November 15.
University of Chicago in
1950.
Stone will be on campus
for a full da y of activities,
including
classroom
discussions, conversations
with students, and informal
speech at noon in the Social

Science building.
The program, which is
sponsored by the Cultural
Events Committee at KJC, is
open to the public, and
there is no admission
charge.

An army of armed
knights will fight a battle at
Kennesaw Junior College on
Nov. 18th. This hurly burly
will decide who is the
boldest, the strongest, and
the fairest in the realm of
the southeastern kingdom of
the Society of Creative
Anachronisms. This mighty
realm, ruled hardly but
justly by the great Baron
Ross of the Ridge (ali as Dr.
Doug Rossman of LS U), wh o
is assisted by his Se neschel
David the Fierce, consists of
the mercy provinces of
Georgia, Florida, Ten
nessee, the Carolines,
Alabama, and Louisiana.
This fight will be to the
death, since the likelihood
of any of the heavily armed
combatants actually getting
themselves killed with their
rattan swords and rubber
axes is small. Judges will b e
on hand to d ecide whether
any blow h as come true on
the neck, head, side, or
back, thereby proving f atal.

The battle shall end
when one side has ex
terminated the other side:
whereupon the knights shall
participate in rough martial
contests as archery, spear
throwing, ax throwing, and
over-eating. This latter will
be done in a feast featuring
such medievil cuisine as
whole roast pig.
Each side shall have its
headquarters, and ad
mission to the festivities is
open to anyone affecting
medieval dress.
"Ladies" arriving at the
tournament will be as ked to
fill two types of positions, on
a pedestal or in the kitchen.
T h e
C r e a t i v e
Anachr o n i z e r s a r e t h e
same group which led the
exhibit on knights, morals,
manners, and regalia to the
Western Civilization classes
a couple of s emesters ago.
Anyone wishing to join the
fray should contact William
of Ayre (alias Billy Jerard. )

IHE Staff Visits KJC
Five members of the
staff of the Institute of
Higher Education at the
University of Georgia came
to Kennesaw Junior College
campus Friday (Oct. 27) for
an informal visit with
college personnel.
Representing the In
stitute were Drs. Cameron
Fincher, Gerald B. Robins,
Daniel J. Sorrells, Bill D.
Felter and D. Parker Young.
The Institute of Higher
Education is a service
institution and research
agency of the University
organized to work with
other institutions and
agencies in the development
Photo by Chuck Nixon of higher education. Staff
Charlie Byrd performed before a sparse crowd of an roles are advisory, conestimated 200 people l ast week.
sultative,
informative,

interpretative
and
evaluative in nature.
Following the morning
discussions, the group had

lunch in the private dining
room of the student services
building.

Mathematician
Speaks At KJC
Dr.
Jack
Rogers,
associate professor of
mathematics at Emory
University, will discuss
"The Topology of Su rfaces"
in a lecture at Kennesaw
Junior College Wednesday,
Nov. 8 .
The program will be
held in room 113 of the
Natural Science and Math
Building at noon, and is

open to the public.
Dr. Rogers, who studied
for his doctorate under
noted
mathematician
Professor R. L. Moore,
received his B.S. a nd Ph.D.
degrees from the University
of Texas . He has published
several papers in math
journals and has been
associated with Emory
University s ince 1967.
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To The "Whole" Student Body
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by Thomas Roe

Student apathy on
American college campuses
has become so rampant that
PHOTO EDITOR
the so-called "student
Alfred Cabey
body" as a unit might be
replaced (and certainly
enhanced) by registering
Raquel Welch. How to
revive a majority student
interest in campus affairs is
a definite problem. What
might
aid
such
a
put up with the noise.
resuscitation
on
this
2. If the gym must be campus, however, would be
used, fold up the bleacher an expose' of student
seats so they cannot be apathy's concomitant: poor
used.
leadership.
3 Request
all
A
thorough
in
photographers to refrain vestigation of leadership on
from taking photographs the student level at Kenduring performances. If t he nesaw Junior
College
p h o t o g r a p h e r s a r e f r o m reveals a startling fact:
Sentinel, Montage, etc., what has occured here is the
absolutely ban them from takeover by a clique who
disturbing the audience. enjoy being pretenders to
4. Have a little respect the throne (unfortunately so
for the feelings of talented there is no t hrone and thus
artists and for old codgers no student power available).
Sadly
enough
such
like me.
situations are common upon
Sincerely,
most college campuses.
P. E. Bostick
Majority indifference leads
directly to a rule by the few,
the few who are willing t o
work at the various tasks
All paid positions on the available to students in
their own colleges.
Sentinel will soon be
The
established
oligarchy here then would
vacant. Information and not seem a typical on the
I
I surface. It would not even
applications are available be bad or ineffective if it
were, at least, a quality few.
in the Sentinel office.
But here comes the rub:
there is a definite lack of
quality among the leaders
specially
in
student

Vox Populus
Editor,
While I realize that the
acceptable code of co nduct
at rock concerts is what
seems to be total inattention
to the performance, the
manners displayed at the
Charlie Byrd concert un
Saturday, 28 October made
me embarrassed for the
college. Two things annoyed
me and many other people
in t he audience: there was
continual walking in and
out of the gym a nd up and
down the bleacher seats on
the sides and there was a
photographer who kept
scuttling about like some
kind
of
giant
crab
throughout the first half of
the performance. Charlie
Byrd's group must be
watched as well as listened
to, in order to fully ap
preciate the music. These
interruptions
were
distracting and
were
probably noticed by this
fine musician. May 1
suggest the following?
1. Try to hold small
concerts in the student
center which has no
wooden floors. 1 would
rather sit on the floor t han

I

I

government at Kennesaw. A
rather brief investigation
has provided information to
the extent that not only are
the
so-called
leaders
mediocre at best but that
several of them also hold
their positions in violation
of the written Bylaws of t he
Student
Government
Association. Two SGA
officers hold their positions
despite grade averages
below 2.0 even though
according to the By-Laws
Article IV Section 5:
"Candidates for any
office shall file a written
petition with the Dean of
Student Affairs stating
his or her qualifications
for office. Deadline for
these petitions is one week
before
the
election.
Candidates must be
enrolled for 10 quarter
hours and have earned a
minimum of 15 quarter
hours at this school prior
to taking office with a 2.0
average or 2.0 for the
preceding two quarters."
Does not Article IV
Section 5 apply to the of
ficers already elected as
well?
This inferiority is even
more highlighted when
compared to the quality of
the students who guide the
Sentinel. The specific gra de
standing of some of the
Sentinel's staff range from
3.8, 3.6, 3.5, to 2.6. The
obvious discrepancy bet
ween the grades of what

should be most inportant
student organizations on
campus is reprehensible to
say the least!
The possible solutions to
this appalling situation are
three:
(1) the
immediate
removal of those whose
averages
are
below
recommended standards;
(2) a n increase of the
grade standards thus
insuring a better quality
leadership; or
(3) a plebiscite wherein
the student body might
vote yes or no as to
whether they even want a
student government - on e
in this case where student
funds are expended for the
salaries of the so-called
leaders and a SGA with a
budget of $2500.
If there in fact be a
"student body," it is time
for it to demand that the
situation at Kennesaw
Junior
College
be
ameliorated. If a pathy is so
great that you, the students
at KJC, are not aroused and
angered by these facts, then
all that can be said is "its
your money."
J. Thomas Roe
(The specifics in the
above editorial were deleted
due to censorship by the
Administration and par
ticularly by those people
who for their own selfish
motives want to suppress
the truth.)
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Vice Is Nice
by Lucy Worley
Well, it is n't nice all the
time! A a matter of fact for
the past month or so it
hasn't been nice at all. I
find it really very in
teresting that people can
denounce the SGA for
everything from grade
averages
to
general
productivity
of
the
organization
and
yet
themselves do nothing to
change things. I will be the
first to tell anyone who is
willing to listen that it is
unfair for the SGA By-Laws
to require the Senators to
maintain a certain grade
average, and not require
the officers to do so.
However, I am going to try
my best to s ee that that is
changed. A lot of things
need changing here, and a
lot of things will be changed
I'm sure when the By-Laws
are revised. I only hope that
the change is for the better.
It's really too bad that
SGA is such a fulltime job. I
know that for myself it has
required 14 and 16 hour

days up here just to get
everything done. That's
why it's pretty hard for me
to accept the fact a lot of
the criticism going around
is not personal. I take it
personnally because I take
my job in SGA personally.
SGA is like a business, and
when I was working for a
business it required a great
deal of time. When someone
begins to criticise your
work, they are in essence
criticising
you.
My
is that although contructive
criticism is necessary, it
reaches the point after
awhile of no longer being
constructive. I believe that
anyone who doesn't like
what I am doing or what
someone else is doing in
SGA, should come directly
to them, not hem and haw
around and do nothing else
about it. After all, the
elections will come up again
in Spring Quarter, all you
have to do is run and
change things. Until then,
you could get invloved a nd

MS tffla©

MANY DIB AND MORE
ARE RUINED FOR
LIFE BY LACK OF
DECENT FOOD.
The edema
(swelling)
caused by fluid
In the tissues
of this youngster
is a symptom of
serious malnutri
tion. For millions
like him, CARE food
will help prevent
permanent, irrevers
ible mental and phy
sical hunger damage.
I WANT TO HELP
FEED SOME OF
THOSE KIDS

^

HERB IS MY

1
®
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(
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J i-m Mir MJi
615 Forsyth Building, Atlanta, 6 a., 30303

at least tell someone faceto-face what your gripe is
with them. If yo u're a night
student, I reiterate that I
have a mail box by the Book
Store which is for your
convenience to co ntact me.
See, you don't really have
an excuse, do you?
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S.O.S. Montage
by Jeannie Trippe
A strongly held belief
among some observing
students is that the F.B.I.
has finally realized that all
subversive activities are
generated from the Kennesaw area and has set up
an observatory in Room 212
under the code name of
Montage. This belief is
erroneous. Instead the room
is headquarters for a small
core of students who em
body the creative and
technical skills which the
Kennesaw student body
offers. These are the
members of the yearbook
staff.
One of the reasons for
the unobtrusive behavior of
the group can be found in
last year's annual. In fact,
it is last year's annual. If
you hav e not read one, you
should; it serves as a classic
example of what not to do in
a yearbook. The reason for
its w eaknesses a re entirely
personal-they have to be
when the staff consists of
one person. At any rate, the
staff this year has tripled,
which shows how many
people cared to do anything
about it. What they did care
to do was raise the question
of whether the Montage
was worth its budget - an
example of burying the
problem rather than solving
it.
The central purpose of a
yearbook is to preserve the
nature of an institution and
the memories of one year
which contribute to this
nature. This feat is usually
accomplished
through
photographs and copy. Of
the three publications of
this campus, the yearbook
offers the greatest range of
opportunity in expressing
your ideas. A newspaper
covers all the events of a
college; a yearbook covers
those which somehow
embody a college. Not all
events reflect the feelings of
the campus; how can they
be said to when less than 10

per cent of the student body
attend any of its functions.
The literary magazine
emphasizes the creative
aspects of the campus, but
its medium is somewhat
limiting. There is a room fur
any type of expression in an
annual, and it is ex pression
which they need.
If you can write, you are
welcome. If you are a
photographer, you are
needed. If you type, you wil l
be eternally blessed. If you

talent lies in a great cup of
coffee a t 2:00 A.M., please
contact one of the staff
members. Even is you ha ve
no time, th ere is a mailbox
in the Student Center which
would welcome ideas. If y ou
have any desire at all to
help, eit her leave a note in
the mailbox, come by Roo m
212 in the Humanities
Building, or contact Bill
Wheeler, Cynthia Rigsby, or
leannie Trippe. It would be
greatly appreciated.

First Aid Course
Set For KJC Staff
Kennesaw
)unior
College faculty and staff
members will have the
opportunity this month to
take a first aid course
taught by Peter Blumenthal,
physical education in
structor at the college.
Students will receive
basic instruction in first
aid, including wounds;
shock
and
artificial
resuscitation;
poisoning;
injured bones, joints and
muscles;
common
emergencies such as heart

attacks, seizures and throat
obstructions.
The course will be
taught in the Humanities
Building, Room 102, from 12
noon to 1 p.m. on Mondays
and Wednesdays. Nov. 6-20
The course is offered
through the Community
Services Office to benefit
"faculty and staff members
who want to be competent
to help in the event of
campus emergencies," a
spokesman said.
...All fcenoP'em?
I'll go down
ana tell the
people.'
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Conference Discusses
Student Rights
ATHENS, Ga. — What
are students' constitutional
rights in campus disputes?
How far can an institution
go in censuring student
opinions and activities?
How can students set up
their own judicial systems
assuring
justice
for
themselves and the in
stitutions they attend?
These are some of the
issues that will b e brought

up at a conference of
students,
administrators
and faculty members from
colleges and universities
across the nation Nov. 19-21
at the University of Georgia.
The
conference,
"Substantial Justice on
Campus: Individual Rights
v. Institutional Needs", will
feature addresses
by
Thomas C. Fischer, author

of "Due Process in the
Student - Institutional
Relationship", and Edward
H. Hammond, assistant to
the president for student
relations at Southern
Illinois University and a
member of the President's
Commission on the Rights
and Freedoms of Students.
In addition, represen
tatives of Louisiana State

Mrs. Roberta Gates,
assistant professor of
English
at
Southern
Technical Institute, will
lecture at Kennesaw Junior
College November 16 at
noon in the library seminar
room.
The lecture is one of a
fall series sponsored by t he
KJC Humanities Division.
Mrs. Gates will discuss
"The Five Faces of Ten
nyson."
She received the B.A.
degree from the University
of North Carolina, M.A.T. in
English from Georgia State
University and currently is
working toward a Ph.D. in
English at Georgia State.
Mrs. Gates is a member
of the National Council of
Teachers of English, the
American Society
for
Engineering Education, the
American Association of
University Professors and is
a civic and community
lecturer.
The KJC lectu re is open
to the public, according to
Gary Fox, c hairman of the
Humanities cultural events
committee.

1. \Vh;it is sensitivity?
2. What does a nutting control do?
3. What is a Hertz?
I. A ear hearing a corpse
2 The number of back and forth
vibrations of tin AC" signal in
I second.
3. A national ear renting company.
5. The control that makes it possible to
listen to the full range of sound when
music is played at a low volume is called:
1. Range control.
2. Loudness contour control.
3. Volume control.

Attention
Students
FACES

OF

WHICH

6. What purpose docs a high filter
control perform?

STUDENTS

PRESENT

DRAMA"

INCLUDES

READINGS

ON

NOVEMBER 10, AT NOON,

7. What are Baxandall controls?

8. What is a watt?
1. A unit of light.
2 . A unit of power.
3. A unit of efficiency.
9. What is distortion?
10. How do the various power
measurements, such as Peak-to-Peak.
IHF. EIA and RMS relate to actual
output power?
11. The ability of a speaker to follow
low-frequency signals of large
amplitude is called:
1. Transient response.
2. Compliance.
3. Efficiency.
12. What is the function of a
crossover network?
13. What is meant by an acousticsuspension speaker system?

14. What are the advantages of a
heavy turntable platter?
15. Wow and flutter arc:
1. Changes in power output
of an amplifier.
2. Distortion caused by variations
in turntable or tape deck motor speed.
3. Irregularities in tile human voice.
16. What are the main benefits of
electronics tuning?
1. More accurate than manual tuning.
2. Lower cost than manual tuning.
3. Provides convenient remote
control tuning.
17. What does the term "capture
ratio" mean?
18. What is an 1C?
19. What do tape monitor circuits do?
20. What is the TS-100?

Introducing the Fisher TS-100 T-shirt.
It's at least a S3.50 value, as you know if you've
priced T-shirts lately.
And we're selling it to you for only S1.
Not only that, but we're making it easy for
you to avoid paying anything for the T-shirt.

Just ask any Fisher salesman any of the twenty
questions in this ad, and, if he doesn't know the
answer, you win the shirt.
And we have a heart-to-heart talk w ith that salesman.
Note: If you want a copyof the oflicial answers,
ask any of the dealers listed below.

IN THE LIBRARY SEMINAR
ROOM.

EVERYONE

WELCOME TO

I

For further information,
write, in care of the con
ference, to the Center for
Continuing
Education,
University of Georgia,
Athens 30601.

"THE

SEVERAL PLAY CUTTINGS
AND

Summer of the university's
department of student
judicial a ffairs.
Discussions,
says

student judicial affairs
department
and
the
American College Per
sonnel Association.

Or, if you stump us with one of these questions,
we'll give you the T-shirt for nothing.

4. What does the term "selectivity" mean?

WILL

ministrator concerned with
developing or improving the
judicial system on his
campus, according to Jan

Summer, will proceed" from
theory to practical ap
plication, providing par
ticipants with information
about cases and legal
mandates.
The conference is being
sponsored by the univer
sity's Student Judiciary and

r

Gates To
Speak On
Tennyson

HEAP

and
Michigan
State
universities, the Univeristy
of Wisconsin at Madison
and the University of
Georgia are slated to
present their
judicial
systems for analysis and
comparison.
The
workshop
is
designed for the student,
faculty member or ad

IS

ATTEND.

I

AAA Store of Marietta

109 N. Park Square
Marietta, Georgia 30060
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Cobb County Needs
Student Support
by Mike Evans
The KJC Vet Club has
come to the vast realization
that the Cobb Co. Juvenile
Home needs community
help. Due to the increasing
rise in violence, the officials
at the local juvenile home
are extremely overworked
by their case loads. It has
now become the prime
interest of t he KJC Vet Club
to help these officials and
the community by putting to
use some of the Vet C lub's
age and experience.
Due to several in
terviews by members of th e
Vet Club with officials of the
juvenile home, the veterans

see clearly that they and
anyone else who cares must
show both the officials an d
the children that here in
Cobb Co. t here are people
who do sincerely care. To
start the program, the vets
have decided to head off a
material drive at KJC.
The purpose of the drive
is to collect any item wh ich
a child can use to better his
living condition. Since many
children come from homes
where the essentials of life
are limited, we feel that
anything will help them.
Both girls and boys are
among the needy in Cobb

Co. and the responsibility of
getting these items to the
children will be taken up by
the members of the Vet Club
and

any

additional

volunteers who would like
be interested.
We need such items as:
books, magazines, toiletries,
shoes, clothing and old
sports items. We are not
limiting our collection to
these listed items, but we
would like the concerned
people to know that we will
accept anything given in
good f aith.

HEAP Bus
Stops HERE
Bus
service
from
Atlanta and Marietta to
Kennesaw Junior College
will be provided this fall for
a small charge. The bus will
follow a schedule suitable
for stu dents e nrolled in the
Higher
Education
Achievement Program. Any
student in the college who
can follow this schedule
may ride the bus on a space
available basis.
Beginning
on
the
morning of September 15,
1972, the bus will follow this
schedule:
7:40 a.m.
Leave Steed & Partridge
Shell Service Station, 321
Ashby
St.,
S.W.
7:45 a.m.
Pick-up at the northwest
corner, intersection of Ashby a nd Hunter Streets
7:50 a.m.
Pick-up at the northeast
corner, intersection of
Hunter Street and West
Lake Ave. (Mozley Drive
and West Lake Ave.) (Just
across 1-20 from Gordon
Road)
7:58
Pick-up at the Atlanta
Residential
Manpower
Center, 239 West Lake
Avenue (Near the in
tersection of West Lake and
Simpson Road)

ROSWELL STREET BAPTIST
774 Roswell St.
MARIETTA, GEORGIA

8:05 a.m.
Pick-up at the northeast
corner, intersection of
Simpson
Road
and
Hightower Road (Near
Frederick Douglass High
School)
From this point th e bus will
follow James Jackson Park
way and/or the Bankhead
Highway to 1-285, a nd then
proceed to Highway 41. The
bus will follow Highway 41
to Marietta, and turn left on
Clay Street, then right on
Fairground, and go b ack to
Highway 41 at Sprayberry
High School.
8:25 a.m.
Pick-up on Clay Street at the
entrance to Southern
Technical Institute

8:35 a.m.
Pick-up at the corner of
Roswell and Fairground
Streets
8:40 a.m.
Pick-up on Highway 41 in
front of Sprayberry High
School
8:50 a.m.
Arrive at Kennesaw Junior
College
The bus will reverse this
schedule in the afternoon,
leaving Kennesaw Junior
College at 4:30 or 5:00, and
ending its run at 321 Ashby
Street approximately one
hour later.This schedule is subject
to revision to the con
venience of the majority of
students wishing to ride the
bus.
Students boarding the
bus in Atlanta will pay a
fare of 25c for the one-way
trip to the campus. Students
boarding the bus in
Marietta will pay a fare of
15c for the one-way trip to
the campus.
A second fare is payable
in the afternoon for the
return trip, 15c to Marietta
or 25c to Atlanta from the
Kennesaw Junior College
campus.
Any student wishing to
pay his bus fares for a
quarter in advance may
write a check for $25.00
(Atlanta) or for $15.00
(Marietta), payable to
Kennesaw Junior College,
and that student will be
issued a bus pass for the
quarter. These advance
payments are not refun
dable if the student later
decides not to ride the bus.
Questions about this
schedule should be directed
to
Stewart
Phillips,
Coordinator,
Higher
Education Achievement
Program, at 422-8770,
extension 236, or at 4289990.
The bus you board can
be identified in the
following way: "Mt. Moriah
Baptist Church" or "Steed
and Jones Transportation"
lettered on the side.
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Laughing Championships
by Caroline Harkleroad
publicaticns, from The New
Even s ports fans who take of wordplay and wit. As the
Yorker
to The Wall Street
author
himself
sees
it,
this
their favorite passtime
J
o
u
r
n
a
l
. Hershfield has
book
is
a
book
for
lovers
of
seriously will be plunged
illustrated
numerous books,
sport-and
lovers
of
lovers
into uncontrollable hilarity
and
his
illustrations
have
of
sp
ort.
by Richard Armour's 4 5th
a
p
p
e
a
r
e
d
i
n
m
any
Armour's
light
verse
has
book, a gem of humor wh ich
magazines.
appeared
in
over
200
instills laughter into golf,
tennis, baseball, football,
basketball,
skiing,
wrestling, boxing, fishing,
billiards, horse racing,
skeet shooting-you name
it!- in All in Sport.
by Ron Wi lliams
Richard Harris, Venessa Redgrave, Franco Nero, David
Some 40 s ports acquire
writing love poems
Hemmings top cast in "Camelot." Film will be shown on Nov. new
and
unexpected
often seem as futile
17, 8:00 p.m., in the gym.
dimensions in this treasury
as falling in love...
of the absurd, by way of
a stranger among strangers
100-odd wild, word-juggling
sometimes my loneliness
verses illustrated by Leo
would seem
Hershfield.
to break me in two
Armour, whom Ogden
but then who among us here
After a year of in Stage by Lerner and
Nash calls "a master of his
hasn't been ripped off
ternational success as a composer Frederick Loewe,
craft," twists the meaning
in the middle of a dream?
had
earlier
roadshow
s c r e e n who
of a word with flexibility
facades and pretences
presentation and winner of c o l l a b o r a t e d
o n
and dispatch-even when he
illusions to hide our con
three Academy Awards, the "Brigadoon," "Paint Your
is not deliberately punning.
fusion
Warner Bros.-Seven Arts Wagon" and "My Fair
Applying
his
vivid
smiles to mask our sorrow
multi-million
dollar Lady." The pair also wrote
imagination to sports, he
hanging on til tomorrow
Technicolor presentation of "Gigi" for the screen.
comes up with such strange
when maybe things will
"Camelot" arrives Nov. 1 7
situations as the pitcher
change
at 8:00 p.m. in the gym for Outstanding stars
who throws a curve but
me, too
Richard
Harris
achieved
the first time at popular
neglects to throw the ball,
baby I do the same
international
acclaim
with
prices.
the bird dog who has heard
I can share your s orrow
his
awardwinning
per
Against the spectacular
that it is impolite to point,
maybe a little of your
backdrop of Arthurian formance in th e British film
and the prison football team
pain
"This
Sporting
B
reed,"
and
days, stars Richard Harris
but I know little about
starred
opposite that has one pro, while
as
Arthur,
Vanessa has
everyone else is a con.
laughter
Marlon
Brando
in
"Mutiny
Redgrave as Guenevere,
Armour
wrote
for
nobody much even taught
Franco Nero as Lancelot on the Bounty," Julie An
several years for Sports
me how
drews
in
"Hawaii"
and
and David Hemings as
Illustrated, where some of
so what the hell
Doris
Day
in
"Caprice."
Mordred create an electric
these pieces originally
we can't even worship
Dazling
the
world
in
he
r
excitement in the poignant
appeared. Most however,
the sacred cow
first
screen
appearance
in
and personal
musical
together...
are new, with fresh twists
"Morgan,"
Vanessa
romance-adventure.
Redgrave
surpassed
that
Feeling strongly that
Arthur's aspirations at triumph with her per
Camelot and what tran formance in "Blow-Up."
spired there have much in Her brilliant talent com
bined with her stunning
common with and are
beauty won her the coveted
particularly pertinent to
role of "the queen a king
today. Producer Jack L.
was prepared to lose all
Warner, Director Joshua
England for."
Logan and screenwriterFranco Nero,
who
lyricist Alan Jay Lerner
played
Abel
opposite
conceived their motion
picture picture presen Harris' Cain in John
Huston's "The Bible," was
tation in bold imaginative
recommended by H uston to
terms.
Logan,
who was searching
It's Mod-Medieval
for
the
perfect
actor to play
Because of the legend's
the
"knight
in shining
"Nowness," the trio, aided
armor."
Previous
to "The
by Oscar-winning art
Bible,"
the
handsome,
SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANT
director-costume designer
John Truscott. created a athletic young Italian actor
Mod-Medieval "C amelot"— had appeared in a dozen
369 So. Fourlane Only
suspended in time and Italian films.

"Camelot" Will Be
Shown On Campus

Special O ffer
MkrD's

space, derived from their
imaginations rather than
reference books.
"Camelot" based on
T.H. White's "The Once
and Future King" was
written for the Broadway

Soaring into prominence
opposite Miss Redgrave in
"Blow-Up," talented young
David He mmings completes
"Camelot's" top quartet
of stars as Arthur's
malevolent illegitmate son.

Marietta
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COUPON GOOD FOR

/2 PRICE

BELLS FERRY BP SERVICE STATION
Open 6 to9 Monday thru Saturday
9 to 7 Sunday
Tune-ups, brake service, road service.
All Minor Repairs
Also foreign car repairs
Call 427-8554
Operators:
Steve Bradshaw
and
Johnny Frith

ONE PER CUSTOMER

ON PURCHASE OF

Fish & Chips
^

Expires Nov. 11, 1972
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369 So. Fourlane
Store Only
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Doctor And Wife
Head Sex Clinic
Counseling
Can students benefit
from sex counseling ser
vices on the college cam
pus? Do coeds really want
to know about birth con
trol...the pill...diaphragm...
or IUD? a Connecticut
doctor and his wife who
work as a sex-counseling
team at Yale College feel
the answer is "yes".
Dr. Phillip M. Sarrel,
gynocologist and assistant
professor of Obstetics at
Yale University School of
Medicine, and his wife,
Lorna, a social worker on
the
staff
of
Yale's
Department of University
Health, Mental Hygiene
Division, agree that sex

counseling
provides
students with an op
portunity to s peak with an
adult and help find answers
to their inquiries con
cerning sexuality.
Recent figures compiled
from two studies of sexual
behavior on college cam
puses show that 1.1 to 3.0
million college men and
450,000 to 1.6 million college
women may be in need of
birth control s ervices.
Dr. and Mrs. Sarrel
began the Yale clinic in
1969 when Yale first
became a coeducational
college. With the full
support of the University
Administration and the

Are they ready
to be parents?
Chances are they're not. They're probably
not even thinking about marriage, let alone
children. But one mistake and their carefree
lives are over, and their baby-sitting days are
just beginning. One mistake and he's faced
with supporting a family, she with staying
home and raising a child.
The sad part is that "mistakes' can be
easily prevented. Preventing pregnancy is
not difficult if you know the facts on birth
control. That's why Planned Parenthood is
around, to help prevent "accidents."' If you're
not ready to have children, don't.
Call Planned Parenthood.

r
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Department of University
Health, the sex counseling
service was begun to aid
the students, male and
female, with any problems
relating to sexuality. One
major function of the
counseling service was to
offer information on con
traception
and
con
traceptives to the student
body-at the same time
capitalizing on the available
sex counseling.
To coincide with the sex
counseling services, the
University Administration
established a
related
lecture-discussion
series
as an elective course. Led
by a psychologist and
gynecologist, the course
covered such topics as
psychosexual development,
interpersonal relationships
and their influence on
sexual behavior, sexual
response and techniques,
contraception,
abortion,
venereal
disease,
pregnancy and childbirth.
To further the special
nature of the sex counseling
clinical services, the clinic
was placed under the
Mental Hygiene Division of
the University Health
service. This move affirmed
the college population at
Yale that all sex-counseling
information would be kept
in strict confidence.
During
the
first
academic year, the birth
control and sex counseling
services operated one full
day a week, eight-hours a
day.
Half-hour
ap
pointments were scheduled
for physical examinations,
background data and
discussion. Appointments

Dy

Phil Frank

'AND AIL THESE Y EARS I THOUGHT
EVERYTHING IN KANSAS WAS FLAT!'
began with the first day of
services and by the spring
of 1970, the waiting time per
student was a minimum of
three months. Even when
another full day w as added
to the service, a six weekweek wait was not con
sidered unusual.
Throughout the clinic
operations. Dr. and Mrs.
Sarrel found there were tew
'routine' requests for birth
control among the college
students. Instead, the
students
wanted
and
needed to talk about much
more than the relative
merits of the pill vers us the
IUD
(Inter
Uterinary
Device) or how to use a
diaphragm. Of the 1,000
students who visited or
were counseled during the
two academic years of the
counseling clinic, 50 per
cent of the services in
cluded
straight con
traceptive requests.
For those students
requesting birth control, Dr.
and Mrs. Sarrel discussed
three areas of importance
to the student: (1) st udent's
sexual history (2) present
male-female relationship or
relationships (3) student's

AMERICAN ADVENTURES
WHETHER YOU'RE INTERESTED
IN WHITE WATER,ROCK CLIMB
ING. BACKPACKING OR J UST
HIKING,WE'VE GOT THE VERY
FINEST EQUIPMENT YOU NEED.
OUR PEOPLE ARE ALL EXPER
IENCED O UTDOORSMEN WE
STOCK ON LY THE MOST DEPEND
ABLE BRANDS OF SLEEPING
BAGS.TENTS, PACKS, BOOTS,
CANOES, KAYAKS,CLOTHING,
AND GEAR.

AMERICAN ADVENTURES

IS THE FINEST WILDERNESS
OUTFITTER IN THE SOUTHEAST.

anned
arentnood

"help is what we're all about"

AMERICAN ADVENTURES

"A" Frame, 3370 Northed* Parkway, MW 2 374914
Sierra Designs and the North Face—We got 'em.

b a c k g r o u n d
a n d
relationship with his/her
family.
The husband and wife
team found few conflicts
from working a s a team. In
fact, they found many young
preferred the presence of
Mrs. Sarrel in a supportive
female-related role during
the student counseling
sessions. Whether students
relate to the sex counseling
team as husband-wife, or
male and female, the atmoshpere was comfortable
and
non j udgmenta 1,
creating a relaxing and yet
confidential setting for the
students to discuss their
problems,
fears
or
questions.
In addition to the
counseling services, a
booklet "Sex and the Yale
Student", written by a
committee
under
the
supervision of D r. and Mrs.
Sarrel, describing the sex
counseling services
available, was distributed
to the under graduate
students.
The combination of the
booklet,
course
and
counseling service played
an important role in in
forming the Yale campus
coeds about birth control
and sexual relationships.
During this time, the rate of
venereal disease a ; 1
pregnancies underwent i
steady decline. One college
president and father of a
Yale undergraduate coed,
was so impressed by the
services his daughter
received when she needed
assistance
from
the
counseling service, that he
initiated a similar sex
counseling program on his
campus.
Both Dr. and Mrs. Sarrel
feel the sex counseling
service aided in promoting
responsible sexual behavior
among the Yale students; at
the same time, lead ing to a
greater realization of the
potential that sexuality
holds.
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The Blue Warrior

by Sports Editor Rick Hayden
Debbie Parker won the being in front of Ms. Adams.
women's cycling cham Linda Wallis finished third
pionship of KJC for the with a time of 145.6.
second year in a row, but
After the race, both
the victory was no easy Parker and Adams slumped
matter. Like last year's to the ground like fallen
race, Ms. Parker's main Roman Gladiators, heathing
opposition was Debbie and breathing hard.
Adams, w ho did the .6 mile
Ms. Parker commented
course in an identical 1 that "the bikes were in
minute, 39.9 seconds time, awful condition." When
but lost by the length of a asked when she first
front wheel. The average acquired her cycling skill,
speed for the course by Ms. Debbie said, "I can
remember my first bike, a
Parker was 22.12 Mph.
On the first leg of the blue warrior. I got it in the
course Ms. Adams held the first grade."
Ms. Parker and Ms.
lead, but down the stretch
Ms. Parker mounted a Wallis were both competing
seemingly unbeatable lead. in the race for the Robin's
Not to be for esaken, Adams intramural team. Ms.
closed the gap and the two Adams is a member of the
champion
finished wheel and wheel, Volleyball
with Ms. Parker's wheel Aardvarks.

Photo by Chuck Nixon

Tennis Tournaments
by Marshall Trawick
In the men's table tennis
tournament, Fred Porter,
Bill Dye, Charles Fuller,
Harold Lewis and Steve
Waldrop have reached the
quarter-finals. In
the
women's
table tennis

Gamecocks
Whitewash
Gorillas

Photo by Larry Russell

Pumas Ram Ripples
The Red Ripples, with
only one victory to their
credit, played outstanding
football against the first
place Pumas until late in the
game when a premature
whistle blow seemed to
break their backs. After a
Red Ripple had intercepted
an errant Puma pass, a
whistle sounded stopping
the play though the Red
Ripple player still had his
Hags in tact.
The Pumas scored two
td's after this and rolled up
a 13-0 victory. The Puma's
are now 4-0-2. Tho ugh the
Red Ripples lost again, they
displayed an improved team

Aardvarks
by Forfeit
The Aardvarks were
awarded their match with
the Eaglettes in straight
games Nov. 1, 15-0, 15-0.
There weren't enough
Eaglettes present to play.

and a tenacious defense.
For the Pumas, Hogan
scored 7 points and
Waddell had 6.
r FOOTBALL PREDICTIONS"
NFL

The Gorillas treated the
Gamecocks to three touch
downs on Halloween day as
the Gamecocks defeated the
Gorillas in an intramural
football game 19-0. Ted
Souris, the league's leading
scorer, turned the trick
twice for twelve points
while teammate Dyer had 7.
The Gamecocks defense
stifled the Gorillas most of
the day and the offense was
able to move when it had to.
The Gamecocks upped their
record to 4-2-1. The Gorillas
are still s earching for their
first victory to go with their
7 losser.

tournament only June
Brown and Marti Wiles
have reached the quarterfinals. If you are entered in these tournaments
and have not played yet,

you should make an effort to
do so immediately or you
will be disqualified,
The gym is n ow open at
night only on T uesday from
6:30-9:30.

'Frankly Speaking"

'THEY'VE

by Phil Frank

WON THE TOS<S AMD HAVje

DECIDED "TO fORFElT THE GAMEl'

Blumenthal
Atl.

Wisienski

N.O. a t Atl.

Cavin
Atl.

Atl

Hayden
Atl

Roe
Atl

Den at LA

LA

LA

LA

LA

LA

Det at Minn

Min

DET

DET

Min

Det

Ala-LSU

Ala

Ala

Ala

LSU

LSU

Ga-Fla

Fla

Fla

Ga

Ga

Fla

Vandy-Ky

KY

KY

KY

KY

KY

BC at Ga. Tech

GT

GT

GT

GT

GT

USC-VPI

SC

SC

VPI

VPI

VPI

Mar-Wheeler

Mar

Mar

Mar

Mar

Mar

Osb-Dalton

Osb

Osb

Osb

Dal

Dal

MB-Jackson St.

MB

MB

MB

State

MB

Morehouse-Miles

Mor

Mor

Mor

Mor

Mor
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